We find that a recent experimental determination of the electric polarizability of the deuteron does not yield any new information on the nucleon-nucleon interaction. Theoretical values for the central and tensor components of the polarizability are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
There exist, in the literature, a large number of independent calculations of the deuteron electric polarizability which utilize different model n-p interactions, V"p( S&-Di), to bind the deuteron. ' Recently, the first einpirical determination of the polarizability has also been reported. It is timely, therefore, that the extent to which theoretically calculated values are model dependent, and hence that an accurate experimental determination could discriminate between available model interactions, be investigated.
II. THE DEUTERON STATIC POLARIZABILITY
The change, he, in the deuteron binding energy, ed, due to the dipole component C( r, R) of the deuteron-target (of charge Z) polarizing Couloinb interaction P ( r, R) = Ze /( I /~R+ r /2~-I /R ) is given, in second order perturbation theory, by the expxesslon (yd~C (r R)QG pc(r R)~y d} (2) Here, r(R) is the relative (center of mass) coordinate of the n-p pair, Q projects off the deuteron ground state, Pd, and G"p -- ( -ed -H"p ) propagates the nucleons in the intermediate state. Show 
